Dame's persuasive tackle within five yards of our goal line. Stevens' quarter-back rushed the ball over the line, so no touchdown was allowed.

Duane kicked out to Hernandez; Godchaux tackled; DeHart and Hernandez slightly advanced the ball by hard work, but Germer and Godchaux prevented the necessary gain, and the ball went to Tech. on four downs. On Germer's failure to get round the ends, and no gain or loss, Duane kicked to Mason on third down. By Mason's return ten yards was gained. This was repeated almost exactly on next third down, but on Stearn's failure for fair catch, W. Mason captured the ball and rushed it over the line for first touchdown at 10.45. The try for goal was successful, and the score stood: Stevens, 6; Tech., 0.

Tech. took a brace, and played with more snap. Duane covered twenty yards by fine rushing, and steady advances were made by Germer, Duane, and Pierce until the ball was kicked from Duane's hands and captured by Stevens.

The ball soon returned to Tech. on fumble, and hard rushing pushed the fight up to Stevens' ten-yard line.

Four downs gave the ball to Stevens, and G. Mason kicked to Stearns, who was downed; one half the field lost. By the offensive and uncalled-for Ki-yi-yi's of the Hoboken spectators during our quarter-back's signaling, and by much monkey business and fumbling, the ball remained for some time in centre of the field. Willard was hurt, and laid off; Kales took his place. Mason's kick was fumbled outside by Duane, at Tech.'s 25-yard line, but good tackling and blocking prevented Stevens following up her gain. Four downs gave Tech. the ball, but time was called after one down, five yards gained. Score: Stevens, 6; Tech., 0.

The second half opened by a 20-yard rush by Stevens' fat boy; but fumbling and poor re-turn of Duane's punt by Mason, with Duane's fine rushing, wiped this out, bringing us to Stevens' 35-yard line. Good blocking prevented either side from gaining, and after eight downs Germer and Godchaux pushed ahead within three yards of Stevens' goal line, and

DUANE RUSHED THE BALL OVER AT 11.30 for a touchdown. The try for goal failed. Score, 6-4. After slight gains by Germer, Duane, and Pierce, Germer made a brilliant run up the field, which the referee did not allow, holding that he ran outside. Stevens ball on fumble, and their quarter-back, with the aid of the V, advanced to the centre of the field. Referee Kelley here saw fit to prevent further disfigurement of our team by W. Mason by disqualifying the latter. Macey took his place. Mason kicked and Duane returned, Kales following it up with a brilliant tackle. A pass ahead gave us the ball, and

"KICKING" BECAME GENERAL.

Steady advances by Hamilton, Duane, Godchaux, and Germer brought the ball to Stevens' 25-yard line. Try for goal from the field failed, and both teams lined up at twenty-five yards.

Germer caught the kick-off and made a good run, backed by Dame and Duane, and at 11.55 the latter

RUSHED THE BALL OVER for another touchdown, amid tremendous excitement. No goal; score, 8-6.